Japan Home: Inspirational Design Ideas
Whether you’re remodeling your house, redesigning your apartment or just looking for a book of design ideas, Japan Home is a beautiful and indispensable resource full of practical information, shopping resources and inspiration. Japanese interior design has long been renowned for its spare beauty, utility and grace. Today, more and more people outside Japan are incorporating Japanese features in their homes and gardens as they come to appreciate the way in which materials, colors, patterns and shapes are interwoven in a uniquely light and evocative way. Japan Home, lavishly illustrated with full-color photos and packed with practical information, is the perfect source for anyone eager to find ways to decorate or enhance their home with that special Japanese flair. The authors explore ways to create typical Japanese spaces both inside and outside the home that are tranquil yet dramatic, understated yet elegant. All designs are enriched with the distinct Japanese aesthetic.

**Synopsis**

This is a wonderful book. The photographs are beautiful and illustrate the Japanese aesthetic. The text sets the images into a historical and cultural context. The book not only shows us how the Japanese decorate and use their homes but offers us ideas about creating the same atmosphere of harmony and elegance in our homes. I would recommend the book to anyone interested in Japanese culture or anyone who seeks ideas for redoing an American home in a Japanese manner.
I read for more than just the content, but the content is good regardless. I can't say you'll be able to build your own Japanese style home right after reading this, but it's definitely a good insight into the styles and aesthetics of Japanese homes. The pictures are great, very inspiring, and I'm definitely going to use some of the ideas in my own future home. No problems with shipping, delivery time, or quality issues.

Currently, I'm gathering design ideas for my future apartment. I have always admired the Japanese style, both modern and traditional, and so decided to purchase this book to gather room ideas. It's a great resource, with many wonderful pictures and pleasant descriptions, ranging from tea-rooms to gardens. I look forward to using some of these ideas while furnishing and decorating.

Very nice. Lots of pictures & well written descriptions of styles & materials used. This book gives you a good idea of what a home in Japan would be like & furnished.

Makes me just want to move to Japan and live in one of these houses! A good way to get some inspiration for your house renovation or design.

I found this book to be a great source of interesting information about a culture that I knew little of.

This book is awesome to get inspirations and to introduce yourself to the Japanese House.
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